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QUESTION 1

Examine the FortiMail archiving policies shown in the exhibit; then answer the question below. 

Which of the following statements is true regarding this configuration? (Choose two.) 

A. Spam email will be exempt from archiving 

B. Email sent from marketing@example.com will be archived 

C. Archived email will be saved in the journal account 

D. Only the marketing@example.com account will be able to access the archived email 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 2

Examine the nslookup output shown in the exhibit; then answer the question below. 
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Identify which of the following statements is true regarding the example.com domain\\'s MTAs. (Choose two.) 

A. External MTAs will send email to mx.example.com only if mx.hosted.com is unreachable 

B. The primary MTA for the example.com domain is mx.hosted.com 

C. The PriNS server should receive all email for the example.com domain 

D. The higher preference value is used to load balance more email to the mx.example.com MTA 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 3

Examine the FortMail mail server settings shown in the exhibit; then answer the question below. 
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Which of the following statements are true? (Choose two.) 

A. mx.example.com will enforce SMTPS on all outbound sessions 

B. mx.example.com will display STARTTLS as one of the supported commands in SMTP sessions 

C. mx.example.com will accept SMTPS connections 

D. mx.example.com will drop any inbound plaintext SMTP connection 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 4

What IP address should the DNS MX record for this deployment resolve to? 

A. 172.16.32.1 

B. 172.16.32.57 

C. 172.16.32.55 

D. 172.16.32.56 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

Examine the FortiMail DLP scan rule shown in the exhibit; then answer the question below. 
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Which of the following statements is true regarding this configuration? (Choose two.) 

A. An email message containing the words "Credit Card" in the subject will trigger this scan rule 

B. If an email is sent from sales@internal.lab the action will be applied without matching any conditions 

C. An email message containing credit card numbers in the body will trigger this scan rule 

D. An email must contain credit card numbers in the body, attachment, and subject to trigger this scan rule 

Correct Answer: AC 
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